MATRIX COMPACT
A new generation of secured key control systems

CONTROL YOUR KEYS
PROTECT YOUR ASSETS!
MATRIX COMPACT

MATRIX COMPACT is a modular desktop unit with maximum capacity of 384 keys.

The system allows full control of your keys and assets in a way you've never seen before...

Unlike other systems where anyone who opens the front door can tamper or steal any key in the cabinet, MATRIX protects each key in a separate locked compartment with no ability to access without manager permissions.

In addition, every operation made is video recorded for future monitoring.

MATRIX software contains many advanced and unique features allowing you to stay in full control over keys usage in your organization.

The system arrives with a large 15” touch monitor and voice guidance as standard making the operation extremely easy.

- ✓ Up to 384 keys
- ✓ Sealed compartments
- ✓ Video records
- ✓ Real time alerts
- ✓ Easy to use
- ✓ Voice guidance
- ✓ Remote connection
- ✓ DMS integration
Dimensions (WxHxD): 33x29x22 inches (84x74x56cm)
Weight: up to 320 ILS (145 kg)
Monitor: 15”
PC: HP
UPS (included)
Operating system: Win 7
2x USB 3.0
2 x USB 2.0
Internet connection (RJ-45)
Manual override
Color: Black and silver
Power: 110-230V
Safety & EMC: UL, CE
Optional: Biometric reader / RFID reader / video camera
Bin size (100A for keys): 3.9x1.5x1.6 inch (100x39x42mm)
18 additional bins size optional

Installation requirements
Table for 350 ILS (160 kg) / MATRIX Trolley (optional)
One power outlet (110-230V)
Internet connection (for online mode)